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Private Cloud Infrastructure

The Rampart communications ecosystem uses our proprietary
domestically fabricated hardware-based secure communication

CommLock technology to create and manage a private, secure,

ecosystem. Our customization capability allows you to select the

and trusted network channel. CommLock uses physically separated

hardware you need and deploy it to your entire organization.

crypto and network processors to ensure tamperproof authentication

Rampartʼs secure communication path is separated from the paths

and secure transmission of data between the tablet and the

that can permit malicious attacks on typical Android tablets. For

3G/4G and Wi-Fi communication networks
without exposing your data or your system to cybercriminals.

interfaces are disabled.

Government
Military, intelligence, and law enforcement
Rampart provides nearly endless capabilities for agencies that
need to securely modernize their workforce. Its architecture
can support applications such as email, VoIP, and video
teleconferencing. Rampart’s closed-loop design provides secure
communication between leadership and forward-deployed
locations. The available lightweight—but durable—case can take
the place of a ruggedized laptop or bulky documents needed
by warfighters who rely on information to do their jobs. The
U.S. Air Force estimates that a tablet can replace 50 pounds of
documents in a pilot’s flight bag. Savings in fuel and printing
costs can quickly pay for the hardware and software.
Rampart tablets can also be customized for other less risky
applications—such as census taking, voter identification, building
inspection, law enforcement, or any other function that requires
instant secure communication with the field.

Healthcare
Take-home devices and physician consultation
A healthcare provider can supply a take-home Rampart tablet to patients who
are healthy enough to leave the hospital but still need proper monitoring.
Patients or in-home caregivers can securely transmit vital statistics over a 3G
network with no risk of interception or hacking.
Early detection saves lives and the costs of re-hospitalization. Video
conferencing applications can even allow patients with a Rampart tablet to
consult privately with a physician from the comfort of their home, helping to
reduce Medicaid and personal costs and risks.
A Rampart tablet in the hands of a team of specialists can also offer secure
channels of consultation without the privacy concerns of transmitting patient
imagery across an open network. With Rampart, you can share patient
information without any risk of data leakage.

About
Rampart custom tablets are the solution to security,
scalability, and cost concerns. Rampart offers
a fully configurable tablet with a built-in secure
communication ecosystem that ensures tamperproof authentication and secure transmission
of data. Rampart custom-built hardware and
applications have the flexibility to be easily
maintained, upgraded, and expanded across an
entire enterprise.

Charon Technologies, LLC
Charon’s engineers have a passion for solving the toughest problems across a variety of
technical disciplines. They have decades of collective experience working with customers
who have unique requirements for special-purpose hardware used in the most unforgiving
environments. Our creativity serves both commercial and government customers who
require this kind of specialized technology.
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